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Abstract

Background: SMARCB1-deficient sinonasal carcinoma (SDSC) is an aggressive subtype of head and neck cancers
that has a poor prognosis despite multimodal therapy. We present a unique case with next generation sequencing
data of a patient who had SDSC with perineural invasion to the trigeminal nerve that progressed to a brain
metastasis and eventually leptomeningeal spread.

Case presentation: A 42 year old female presented with facial pain and had resection of a tumor along the V2
division of the trigeminal nerve on the right. She underwent adjuvant stereotactic radiation. She developed further
neurological symptoms and imaging demonstrated the tumor had infiltrated into the cavernous sinus as well as
intradurally. She had surgical resection for removal of her brain metastasis and decompression of the cavernous
sinus. Following her second surgery, she had adjuvant radiation and chemotherapy. Several months later she had
quadriparesis and imaging was consistent with leptomeningeal spread. She underwent palliative radiation and
ultimately transitioned quickly to comfort care and expired. Overall survival from time of diagnosis was 13 months.
Next generation sequencing was carried out on her primary tumor and brain metastasis. The brain metastatic tissue
had an increased tumor mutational burden in comparison to the primary.

Conclusions: This is the first report of SDSC with perineural invasion progressing to leptomeningeal carcinomatosis.
Continued next generation sequencing of the primary and metastatic tissue by clinicians is encouraged toprovide
further insights into metastatic progression of rare solid tumors.
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Background
Sinonasal carcinomas have recently gained increased
interest for their histogenetically diverse characteristics
brought to light by advances in molecular genetics [1].
These advanced techniques in molecular genetics have
diversified the classification of the highly aggressive sino-
nasal undifferentiated carcinomas into more precise clas-
sifications based on their genetic alterations and biologic
features [2]. Among these new tumor variants, such as
NUT-rearranged carcinoma [3, 4], HPV-related adenoid
cystic-like carcinoma [5, 6], and adamantinoma-like
Ewing sarcoma [7], SMARCB1-deficient sinonasal car-
cinoma (SDSC) stands out given its aggressiveness in the
face of multimodal therapy.
SDSC is a rare, often fatal tumor characterized by dis-

tinct inactivating alternations of the tumor suppressor
gene SMARCB1 located on chromosome 22q11.2, basa-
loid/rhabdoid differentiation, and histologic loss of INI1
expression [8]. With fewer than 80 cases of these distinct
tumors being reported in the literature, much is left to
be known about the morphologic and genetic features,
as well as other tumor characteristics such as metastasis
and treatment efficacy. Many of these cases are summa-
rized by recent case series done by Agaimy et al. [9] and
Kakkar et al. [10] and demonstrate that while epidural
metastasis of SDSCs is not uncommon, intradural me-
tastasis was reported in only 3/52, while intradural me-
tastasis with concurrent perineural spread in only 1/52
cases. In this report, we describe and discuss the clinical
course of an aggressive case of SDSC with perineural
involvement that recurred following radiation therapy,
metastasized intradurally to the central nervous system,
and subsequently developed into leptomeningeal spread.
This article also features the first report on genetic
sequencing data for a SMARB1 deficient carcinoma
brain metastasis.

Case presentation
A 42 year old female presented with a right sided head-
ache with associated right sided facial pain. A Computed
Tomography (CT) scan showed a mass on the V2 division
of the trigeminal nerve (Fig. 1a). A maxillectomy was per-
formed for resection and pathology returned a diagnosis
of a SMARCB1-Deficient Sinonasal Carcinoma (Fig. 2).
Several weeks later the patient received adjuvant Gamma
Knife Stereotactic Radiosurgery (GKSRS) to the remaining
perineural mass at 18Gy to the 50% Isodose line.
A few months after the GKSRS, the patient developed

a right cranial nerve 6 palsy and severe facial pain refrac-
tory to medications. Interval imaging revealed an in-
crease in the mass with extension along the trigeminal
nerve into the cavernous sinus (Fig. 1b) and an
intradural component in the temporal lobe (Fig. 1c). To
resect this tumor a right sided craniotomy was

performed and the mass was confirmed to be consistent
with undifferentiated carcinoma (Fig. 3). For treatment
of her facial pain decompression of the superior orbital
fissure, foramen rotundum, foramen ovale was also per-
formed. Postoperative imaging demonstrated that com-
ponents of the tumor also extended into the right
prepontine cistern (Fig. 4a). Two weeks after the craniot-
omy, further GKSRS was performed on the mass.
Another magnetic resonance image (MRI) performed for
treatment planning demonstrated further interval
growth in the mass during this short interval time
(Fig. 4b). Given the rapid progression of disease,
palliative chemotherapy was initiated with a Cisplatin/
Etoposide regimen every 3 weeks. She reported improve-
ment in her pain. The patient developed further signifi-
cant weakness impairing her ability to ambulate
approximately 3months from her craniotomy. A MRI
demonstrated leptomeningeal metastasis throughout the
right cerebral convexity (Fig. 5a), extending to the upper
cervical spinal cord causing compression (Fig. 5b).
There was also imaging findings consistent with
leptomeningeal carcinomatosis in the thoracic and
lumbar spine (Fig. 5c-d). The previously radiated
tumor at the skull base was largely unchanged but
there was mass effect on pons. Radiation therapy was
started for the spinal cord lesion. The patient became
quadraparetic in all four extremities and was hospital-
ized. Palliative radiation therapy to the cervical and
thoracic spine lesions were continued until the patient
stated she would like to discontinue due to severe
pain and worsening weakness. The patient became
comatose and exhibited clinical signs concerning for
herniation. Radiographic imaging demonstrated
increase in size of subdural metastasis and mass effect
causing midline shift of over 1 cm. The patient
expired shortly after this radiographic study with an
overall survival of 13 months.

Experimental details
DNA and RNA sequencing were performed on two
patient’s tumor specimens, one from right temporal lobe
of the brain, and the other from the primary sinonasal
tumor, using the xT Laboratory Developed Test at Tem-
pus’ Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments/
College of American Pathologists-accredited laboratory
in Chicago, IL. Tumor DNA was extracted from tumor
tissue sections with tumor cellularity higher than 20%
and proteinase K digested. Total nucleic acid extraction
is performed with a Chemagic360 instrument using a
source-specific magnetic bead protocol. Total nucleic
acid is utilized for DNA library construction, while RNA
is further purified by DNaseI digestion and magnetic
bead purification. The nucleic acid is quantified by a
Quant-iT picogreen dsDNA reagent Kit or Quant-iT
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Fig. 2 Histologic findings of initial biopsy specimen. a. A poorly-differentiated neoplasm with large epithelioid cells and mitotic activity (arrow) is
seen. b. The neoplasm (bottom right) infiltrates the nerve fascicles (upper left). Many large, atypical cells (arrows) crowding the fascicle, which is
represented by residual spindled Schwann cells, and several degenerating axons with myelin ovoids (arrowheads).c. Neurofilament protein
immunohistochemistry highlights the axons that are widely separated from each other by infiltrating neoplastic cells. d. Cytokeratin shows the
neoplasm to be a carcinoma encircling the nerve fascicle, with a group of infiltrating cells (arrow) within it. (a and b: Hematoxylin and eosin;
c and d: Immunohistochemistry. Original magnifications: a and d: 200x; b and c: 400x)

Fig. 1 Radiographic Images of the Primary Sinonasal Carcinoma with perineural extension. Magnetic resonance images in the axial planes are
presented. Preoperative images demonstrate a right sided mass along the trigeminal nerve (a). Following adjuvant radiation, the patient had
progression with extension of tumor into the cavernous sinus (b) and an associated intradural metastasis (c). Yellow boxes highlight the tumor
region of interest
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Ribogreen RNA Kit (Life Technologies), and quality is
confirmed using a LabChip GX Touch HT Genomic
DNA Reagent Kit or LabChip RNA High HT Pico
Sensitivity Reagent Kit (PerkinElmer).
For the DNA library construction, one hundred nano-

grams of DNA for each tumor and normal sample was
mechanically sheared to an average size of 200 base pairs
using a Covaris ultrasonicator. The libraries were pre-
pared using the KAPA Hyper Prep Kit. Briefly, DNA
underwent enzymatic end-repair and A-tailing, followed
by adapter ligation, bead-based size selection, and PCR.
After library preparation, each sample was hybridized to
a custom designed probe set. Recovery and washing of
captured targets was performed using the SeqCap
hybridization and wash kit. The captured DNA targets
were amplified using the KAPA HiFi HotStart
ReadyMix. The amplified target-captured libraries were
sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 System utilizing
patterned flow cell technology.

Fig. 3 Histologic findings of intracranial resection specimen. a. Sheets of highly atypical cells with open chromatin and prominent nucleoli,
resembling nasopharyngeal undifferentiated carcinoma. b. Areas of necrosis and scattered cells with rhabdoid features are also seen. c. Many cells are
positive for low-molecular weight cytokeratin (CK 8/18). d. Loss of nuclear INI-1 expression in the neoplastic cells, while it is retained in the endothelial
cells (arrow). Inset: INI-1 control stain. (a and b: Hematoxylin and eosin; c and d: Immunohistochemistry. Original magnifications: a-d: 200 x)

Fig. 4 Radiographic Images of Sinonasal Carcinoma following
intracranial surgical resection. Magnetic resonance images in the
axial planes are presented. There was a gross total resection of the
brain metastasis (as denoted by the white arrow) but progression of
tumor in the prepontine cistern ventral to the brain stem (a). Two
weeks later, planning imaging demonstrates further progression (b)
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Generated reads were aligned to the human reference
genome (hg19) using BWA aligner [11], and subsequent
analysis to find somatic single nucleotide variants was
carried out with FreeBayes. Somatic variants were then
compared with The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) re-
ported mutations and post transcriptional modifications
using ActiveDriverDB database [12]. Summary of the
findings was depicted using circos [13].
RNA Library construction. One hundred nanograms

of RNA per tumor sample was fragmented with heat in
the presence of magnesium to an average size of 200
base pairs. The RNA then underwent first strand cDNA
synthesis using random primers, followed by combined
second strand synthesis and A-tailing, adapter ligation,
bead-based cleanup, and library amplification. After
library preparation, samples were hybridized with the
IDT xGEN Exome Research Panel. Target recovery was

performed using Streptavidin-coated beads, followed by
amplification using the KAPA HiFi Library Amplifica-
tion Kit. The RNA libraries were sequenced to obtain
approximately 65 million reads on an Illumina HiSeq
4000 System utilizing patterned flow cell technology.
From RNA sequencing variant calling, the best prac-

tices published by the Broad Institute were followed.
Namely, after a double pass alignment step with Star
aligner [14] to the human genome hg19, reads were
realigned, bases were recalibrated, and variant calls were
performed with GATK [15] with specific parameters for
RNAseq. Estimation of transcripts read coverage was
performed with Subread [16], and log fold changes were
performed to contrast brain against sinonasal samples
for counts of raw reads.

DNA single nucleotide variants obtained by next
generation sequencing
The patient’s primary tumor and brain metastasis under-
went next generation sequencing. We found over 500
variant calls on both samples that were screened and se-
lected based on their mapping quality and coverage
(>20x). Due to the rarity of this malignancy, we over-
lapped those selected variants to the mutations reported
on The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) using ActiveDri-
verDB database. We reported calls that were up to three
amino acids away from the variant location and were
implicated in changes in protein signaling or posttransla-
tional modification in any malignancy (Fig. 6).
Three mutations matched TCGA cases of head and

neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSC). Namely,
glutamate metabotropic receptor 3 (GRM3 D279E), ret.
proto-oncogene (RET T946A), and BCR (BCR K724 N),
but those mutations only appeared on the sinonasal
sample. We also identified a mutation on the marker of
proliferation Ki 67 (MIK67 A1218T) found on brain
lower grade glioma only on the sinonasal sample.
Additional file 1 contains a list of all mutations identified
in both the primary sinonasal tumor and the brain
metastasis.
Common variants overlapping TCGA mutations on

the sinonasal and brain samples were found primarily on
the filaggrin (FLG) gene, notably a missense mutation
on FLG R1469H for lung squamous cell carcinoma, and
another on FLG R1469L for colon adenocarcinoma.
Moreover, other cancer types shown mutations close by
the SNP rs768563961: skin cutaneous melanoma, lung
adenocarcinoma, rectum adenocarcinoma and glioblast-
oma multiform. Table 1 outlines the DNA mutations
identified in both samples (Table 1).
Brain variants overlapping TCGA mutations were

considerably less than the sinonasal counterpart. There
was one variant on major histocompatibility complex I
gene HLA-C with one case of lung adenocarcinoma

Fig. 5 Radiographic images of leptomeningeal progression.
Magnetic resonance images of the brain and spine are presented in
the axial and sagittal planes, respectively. The tumor metastasized to
the subdural space along on the right convexity (a) and the ventral
cervical spine (b). Multiple areas of enhancement were present in
the thoracic spine (c) and along the nerve roots of the cauda
equina (d)
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(HLA-C G276 V) and another mutation found on colon
adenocarcinoma (HLA-C G276R). Another variant was
found on proto-oncogene MAF (rs 1,192,964,171) close
to a reported mutation on stomach adenocarcinoma
(MAF V286A). Finally, on the Aurora kinase gene
AURKB (rs101079278) a close mutation was reported on
bladder urothelial carcinoma (AURKB S37Y).
A variant found on the apoptotic activator BCL2L11

(rs762818079) in a case of uterine corpus endometrial

carcinoma shows post transcriptional modifications of
the binding sequence motif for the kinases AKT1,
MAPK10, MAPK8, and MAPK9.

RNA single nucleotide variants and RNAseq expression
Gene expression data demonstrated that ten genes (i.e.
SMARCB1, SMURF1, SMURF2, SPEN, SPOP, SUFU,
TP53, TSC2, and ZFHX3) had at least a one log fold
change in decreased expression when comparing the

Fig. 6 Summary of the variants on DNA and RNA and gene expression. Text in red represent findings on the sinonasal sample, green represent
the brain sample and blue text represent calls present on both samples. Circular bands contain the following information: 1) SNP id or location of
the variant on the RNA. 2) Gene name and relative expression levels. 3) SNP id or location of the DNA variant. 4) Matching TCGA cancer type. 5)
Common variant sharing the same location (circles) or on close proximity to the variant called (squares)
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brain sample to the primary sample. All other genes
were all less than one log fold change in expression
(Additional file 2 contains the quantitative gene expres-
sion differences between samples). We extended our
search for variants to RNA, focusing on genes that have
been reported relevant for sinonasal carcinomas or to
head and neck carcinogenesis (e.g., Sonic Hedgehog-sig-
naling pathway). More specifically, from Dogan et al., we
investigated for possible variants on RNA or DNA and
relative gene expression of genes with at least 10% of mu-
tation frequency on their cohort, and also on genes mem-
bers of the KEGG Sonic Hedgehog pathway [17]. We
identified a stop signal K305* on both samples for the
SMARCB1 gene that was present at the RNA and DNA
levels. This persistent variant may explain the constitu-
tional inactivation of SMARCB1 present in the patient.
In addition to the previous findings on GRM 3, we

saw negligible RNA levels on both samples suggesting a
tumor progression similar to the apoptosis suppression
observed in myeloma cell lines [18], also mutations on
GRM3 have been shown to activate MEK promoting mi-
gration and proliferation in melanoma [19]. Therefore,
the strong downregulation of the G protein coupled re-
ceptor GRM3 might be a relevant player on the first
stages of the sinonasal carcinomas. A summary of the
RNA mutations that were the same between the primary
and metastatic sample are provided in Table 2.
Additional file 3 contains a list of all RNA mutational
variants identified in each sample.
Traditionally, the Sonic Hedgehog pathway has been

studied in terms of embryonic development but its pres-
ence in several malignancies suggests that either directly
or indirectly this pathway stimulate the proliferation of
cancer cells [20, 21]. Reception and transduction of hedge-
hog signaling is facilitated by a primary cilum structure to
carry on the functions of this pathway [22, 23]. On the

sinonasal tissue, we observed a low RNA expression of the
trans membrane receptor Patched1 but high expression of
the transcription factors GLI2 and GLI3. Also, the com-
parable between the samples of RNA-expression levels of
the core regulators of the GLI proteins and kinesin family
member 7 suggest that there is no suppression of GLI2 or
GLI3 on either stages of cancer. Taken together, these
findings suggest that the strong hyperactivity of the hedge-
hog signaling on the sinonasal tissue is impaired after me-
tastasis to the brain. We also observed that the hormone
inducible transcriptional repressor SPEN shows a com-
mon variant (rs201755572) at the RNA-level but only on
the DNA of the brain sample, and on the latter sample its
RNA expression is elevated. SPEN has been shown to pro-
mote primary cilia formation and cell migration on breast
cancer [24]. Thus, it may be possible that SPEN induces
cell migration on the brain, but further studies are needed
given this is the only case reported in the literature of a
SMARCB1 brain metastasis with genetic sequencing data.
It has been recently reported frequent mutations on

the isocitrate dehydrogenases IDH2 [17, 25]. However,

Table 1 DNA mutations conserved between primary tumor and brain metastasis

Chromosome Coordinates (hg19) Gene Substitution SNP Mutation ID (TCGA)

Chr1 152,280,691 FLG INDEL NA c4947f1a-f736–5156-bb47-fb99afc05eca

Chr1 152,280,691 FLG INDEL NA e0e7142f-85 fc-546c-ba41-8ba6abbabbd5

Chr1 152,281,621 FLG INDEL NA 003298fb-bf3f-5a8d-9562-8ee223da44e3

Chr1 152,282,957 FLG DELETION rs767528401 3c313d6f-afb4-5db9-a879-5faf31d928a5

Chr1 152,282,957 FLG G*/A rs768563961 1492d3c9-6b26-50da-ac39-d86f864d9f55

Chr1 152,282,957 FLG G*/A rs768563961 2a7c7bad-38e4–5442-b468-70cf216611b4

Chr1 152,282,957 FLG G*/A rs768563961 3c298b96-29a0–5071-b876-80bcf4316002

Chr1 152,282,957 FLG G*/A rs768563961 43493c3f-a06d-5ef8-b014-8861a0ccfbbe

Chr1 152,282,957 FLG G*/A rs768563961 63aa19e0-70da-5930-a52f-c7d5a99959d2

Chr1 152,282,957 FLG G*/A rs768563961 8ca1a076-e066-5df3-83f2-34eba8302361

Chr1 152,282,957 FLG G*/A rs768563961 d53f9e7a-1176-51f1-84cf-c3db19877867

hg 19 Homo sapiens (human) genome assembly GRCh37, SNP single nucleotide polymorphism, Indel insertion and deletion of nucleotides, A adenine, G guanine,
*indicates an exchange for that nucleotide

Table 2 RNA Mutations conserved between primary tumor and
brain metastasis

Chromosome Coordinates (hg19) Gene Substitution SNP

Chr1 16,258,505 SPEN G*/A rs201755572

Chr6 29,911,457 HLA-A G*/GT rs140855897

Chr8 128,750,408 MYC T*/C rs530751752

Chr9 98,240,342 PTCH1 G*/T rs537871675

Chr10 123,298,158 FGFR2 T*/C rs1047100

Chr15 88,576,185 NTRK3 G*/C rs2229910

Chr22 23,523,630 BCR C*/A rs5751602

Chr chromosome, hg 19 Homo sapiens (human) genome assembly GRCh37,
A adenine; G: guanine, C cytosine, T thymine * indicates exchange of
that nucleotide
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we were only able to identify a 3’UTR variant on the
brain sample but none on the amino acid 172. We also
investigated other alterations on genes that Dogan et al.1
reported as having a mutation frequency larger than 10%
on their cohort [17]. Among those genes, we found the
sinonasal sample had RNA variants on TP53
(rs376546152), KRAS (rs12313763), and a common vari-
ant from DNA and RNA on the oncogene MYC
(rs530751752). It is worth mentioning that the brain sam-
ple had slightly higher RNA expression on IDH2, TP53,
KRAS, and MYC, and considerably higher expression of
the tumor suppressor gene RB1 suggesting more active
tumorogenesis in the brain sample (Additional file 2). In
addition, the tumor mutational burden (i.e. number of
non-synonymous mutations per megabase of exonic
DNA) of the brain sample was also higher than the pri-
mary sinonasal tumor (8.8 vs 3.3).
Other molecular events observed in our analysis were

the high expression in the brain sample of BCR, together
with a loss of heterozygosity (LOH) on the SNP
rs5751602 at the RNA level. Another place that shows
LOH is at rs140855897 (deletion in the brain specimen)
in the major histocompatibility complex I gene HLA-A.
Also, the immune system genes HLA-A and HLA-C
were both highly upregulated on the sinonasal sample.
Interestingly, in both samples immunohistochemistry
demonstrated less than 1% PD-L1 expression in both
tumor cells and tumor associated immune cells.

Discussion and conclusions
We report a rare case of a patient with SMARC-B1 defi-
cient tumor with perineural spread that progressed to
develop into an intradural metastasis. Following
treatment failure, the patient eventually developed lepto-
meningeal spread. Previous studies have reported the
presence of brain metastasis from this tumor in 3 pa-
tients but only one patient has been previously reported
as having concordant perineural spread and intradural
disease, however no sequencing data was reported [10,
17]. The percentage of patients with head and neck
squamous cell carcinoma that develop perineural spread
varies from 14 to 63% dependent on the cohort [26]. In
perineural spread, tumor cells disseminate contiguously
within the perineural space into cranial nerves and even-
tually reach the brainstem. Our patient went on to de-
velop leptomeningeal spread, which occurs in 3–5% of
all cancer patients [27]. A recent study of 120 patients
with advanced sinonasal carcinoma of various histologies
demonstrated that isolated leptomeningeal progression
was the most common site of isolated distant metastatic
progression in 9/20 patients [28]. Mechanisms of lepto-
meningeal spread continue to be poorly understood.
Both perineural and leptomeningeal spread are unique
forms of metastasis that portend a poor prognosis [29].

To our knowledge, this is the first report that sequen-
cing data has been reported for the primary SMARCB1
tumor with perineural spread and a matched brain me-
tastasis. Previous whole exome sequencing of primary
tumors and their accompanying brain metastasis demon-
strated the potential to identify actionable alterations
[30]. With the advent of targeted therapy for multiple
cancer types, genomic analysis of brain metastasis has
led to promising developments in novel therapies [31].
In this report, we identified several mutations present
uniquely in the brain specimen, including those in the
MAF, AURKB, FLG, HLA-C genes. We also identified
an increase in SPEN RNA transcript expression in the
same sample, which is a tumor repressor related to cell
migration. However, the significance of these findings is
unknown given the paucity of SMARCB1 cases.
In other rhabdoid tumors, such as atypical teratoid/

rhabdoid tumors (AT/RT) of the CNS, loss of INI1 is as-
sociated with overexpression of cell-cycle regulatory pro-
tein cyclin D1, leading to cell cycle progression and
untethered cellular proliferation [19, 20]. Interestingly,
in a case series of 13 patients with SDSC by Kakkar et
al., none of the SDSC tumors had significant
immunoexpression of cyclin D1 [10]. This difference is a
result of promoter methylation of the RASSF1α gene
demonstrated in SDSCs [21]. We also found the SNP
rs2073498 on RASSF1 reported in other cancers [32],
expressed in the RNA of both sinonasal and brain
specimens. These unique tumor characteristics and dif-
ferences from other rhabdoid tumors further highlight
the need for more epigenetic studies.
Histopathological diagnosis of this tumor can be

complex as a number of malignant neoplasms can show
similar histologic features and rhabdoid morphology in
this location and should be considered in the differential
diagnosis. ATRT has been reported in the sellar region
of adults but these tumors were confined to the intracra-
nial compartment and did not appear to predominantly
involve the skull base and sinonasal regions [33]. Given
the close association of the patient’s neoplasm with the
cranial nerves, an epithelioid malignant peripheral nerve
sheath tumor (eMPNST) should be considered, as about
2/3 of eMPNSTs can show INI-1 loss [34]. The absence
of epithelial marker expression in eMPNST eliminated
this as the diagnosis. NUT midline carcinomas of the
sinonasal tract are aggressive neoplasms characterized
by translocation of the NUT gene on chromosome
15q14 [3], but not INI-1 loss, an important consider-
ation in the differential diagnosis for SMARCB1 (INI-1)-
deficient sinonasal carcinomas. Likewise, other neo-
plasms with rhabdoid features do not show the INI-1
loss [35]. A number of neuroepithelial neoplasms have
been identified to develop an AT/RT-like morphology,
complete with SMARCB1 loss, however, this is an
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extremely rare occurrence [36]. With the advent of rou-
tinely using molecular markers to augment histopatho-
logical analysis, diagnosis of these rhabdoid subtypes is
less challenging.
The progression of this patient’s tumor to leptomenin-

geal spread is an extremely rare occurrence. For cutane-
ous carcinomas, perineural invasion progressing to
leptomeningeal spread has been previously reported
[37]. However, to our knowledge this is the first report
of a SMARC-B1 deficient tumor progressing to
leptomeningeal spread. We advocate for other clinicians
to continue to routinely sequence pathological tissue in
order to gain understanding into the genetic drivers of
metastasis for rare solid tumors.

Additional files

Additional file 1: List of DNA mutations identified in each sample.
(XLSX 22 kb)

Additional file 2: Quantitative Gene Expression differences between
samples. (XLSX 10 kb)

Additional file 3: List of RNA mutational variants identified in each
sample. (XLSX 13 kb)
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